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Questions of The Grave 

You have question of the grave and we have second question. Ma deenoka? (what is your deen) 

How we will be able to answer this question, it is yakeen. When we know the depth, it will give you 

more firmness. Deen is from dain, you will be questioned about your responsibility. 

 What is Miraat fil deen? 

 You want to build the house; you have three stages. You are building the foundation, the outside 

and interior inside. If you have foundation, can you live in that house, you can’t live in that. If you 

don’t have foundation and the outside, you will be scared as it will be shaky. And if you have interior 

design and no house, it doesn’t make sense. So look at the miraat fil deen, it is these three, the 

foundation, the structure and interior. You have miraat fil deen, you have Islam, it is the outer 

skeleton of the house and like abox and what is arkaan of Islam, it is shahada and the zakat and 

prayer. The level higher than Islam, it is foundation, it is emaan. What is the first level? it is outside. 

Many people come to Islam and with time they follow it.  

In Quran they said we believe, Allah said no you didn’t believe. They just said it and it didn’t reach 

their action. Arkaan ul islam and any apparent thing, which you do outside this is first. Covering and 

anything that shows outside is Islam. You make a house and you leave it, no life is a challenge. No, I 

want to make beautiful my house, even the wire. you want the inside to be clean and neat. If your 

outside your room is clean but if the cupboard is not clean, you will feel it is not clean. Even for 

wires, you put tubes and you put under things, even the things that are clean it makes a lot of 

difference. Second is Emaan and third is Ehsaan. I want nice house and this is ehsaan, adding colours 

to yours. Allah wants which one from you, to be only Muslims or Mo’min. No, Allah not only want 

house and foundation but also decoration. Allah loves Muhsineen and His name is Al-Muhsin. He 

loves perfection and elegance. He shows you first and then He require something from you. You 

have been tested in this life but He wants you to do Ehsaan in your test, no scribbling but make it 

nice and slowly and slowly and nicely and neatly. It will be wasted, no. it is not about you finish your 

exam, it is about you do and you do perfect.  

Prophet “Allah loves if you do anything, you do perfect”. You don’t have to rush, at times we rush 

to do things and do quickly and quickly anything. It is not about not doing quickly; it is about doing 

perfect in excellence. Take your time and it will make you motivate to do more things. If you do one 

thing good, it will help you to do 10 things good. It is a challenge for women, as we are multi-tasking, 

we want to read and cook and everything. But Allah loves Ehsaan and it requires so much patience, 

with Ehsaan Allah will reward you for your patience. It’s not about time, it is about quality. That’s 

why when we are looking at time, we are stressed and we will not do anything in a good way. You 

have Islam and Emaan but Allah wants Ehsaan. Do it good, if you are talking talk good. If you are 

doing anything, deen and duniya. If you are leaving your shoes, leave it nice. Or people will trip and 

it will also not look good. Do Ehsaan with kids and with your husband and at house, cleaning the 

cupboard. Whatever comes be shakireen. If you organize your surroundings, it can organise your 

thinking.  It is not about doing work; it is about doing it perfectly. How perfect is your intentions and 

your salah. Subhan Allah, Ehsaan comes from ehsana, you can do for yourself and sometimes you do 

ehsaan for others. It is not only for people and not doing Ehsaan for myself. I want to do Ehsaan with 

children and house and but you are neglecting yourself. You do Ehsaan yourself and do for others. 

There is a category also, you start from yourself and Allah and with people and you have husband, 

children and parents and friends till akhir/akhir (end) you do with the animals. That means I do not 

do ehsaan with animals and neglecting my children. You are keeping animals but my children have 
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allergy. For example, I am doing ehsaan to my cats or animals but not for my house and it is messy. 

The least ehsaan you do with the animals.  

The evidence is the hadith about a prostitute, who saw a dog eating a sand, she took no bucket or 

bottle , she took her slipper and took the water and gave it to the dog. Allah forgave her sins 

because she did ehsaan with the dog. Allah accepted it from her because she didn’t do it for anyone. 

It means you have to do the least ehsaan for animals, for example you do ehsaan with animals but 

your neighbours are suffering from the smell or anything. There is a provision of animals 

everywhere, some people are taking care of animals, spending on them and neglecting their parents 

and children. Anything is at level and at stages.  

Ibn Qayyim gave Levels for ehsaan.  

1.Al- Ehsaan fil Qasd: 

Ehsaan of intention, it is ehsaan but it is inside. You are doing ehsaan but with your motive. You are 

talking and talking and I say what do you mean with this word, sometimes I understand a word but I 

don’t know the intention, it is not very clear. It is not something visible, something inside. For 

example, it means the decoration even for the inside. You think about the dress outside but lining 

you put cheap lining, nobody will see inside. But you being conscious about the pipping inside, the 

lining., It is beautified inside. Which no one will appreciate it only you and Allah. Even to cook and 

cutting you make it nicely. Think about this qasd as your inside and motive.  

How to do ehsaan in intention?  

• He said ehsaan fil qasd,it is al-ilm. It is by the knowledge and you have the knowledge and 

you are praying and you are saying it is for Allah. You can have intention without beauty 

like I am just praying and that’s it.  

• By Al-azm. It is your determination. It is only Allah knows. 

• To purify it and make it perfectly overall. Even inside is so clean and neat. 

Imagine this is for one thing, you do anything and you think this way. You think about beauty even 

from inside. I think this is really needed to clean the bag and cupboard inside and you will reflect. So 

this is your assignment. Inside not outside.  

2. Al-Ehsaan fil Ahwaal:  

You are doing ehsaan where ever you are. Some situations will come and disturb us, even you are 

moving from place to place, you are doing ehsaan. Example, you are doing some work and someone 

speak to you, what you do. I am busy with people and somebody will come, I am not doing ehsaan. 

Connect everything, you need to able to accommodate and be fixable. –[You are rushing and you 

need to go to the bank and somebody comes, you feel agitated. Somebody comes and talk to you, 

talk nice. And imagine the sheikh gave example, every situation you go through it parts like a cloud. 

It doesn’t collide, as you go you accommodate like a cloud. If you are doing a work and something 

comes you take it like a cloud. To always think nicely and be perfectly and if this and that come in 

the way. The children are teaching you this, they are disturbing you while your work and teaching 

you ehsaan. As you take, you accommodate everything. Everything for a purpose came to you, you 

take it that way. sometimes people come when you are in a rush, like children will come when you 

are doing something not when you are lying down.  
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3. Al-Ehsaan fil Waqt: 

 Every moment we think Allah is watching. It is about the time. It is all the time, every second and 

every moment a person is thinking about Allah. Why a person is doing ehsaan in all cases, He thinks 

He is seeing Allah and if He can’t think like that, He will be thinking Allah is seeing you. This is not 

about situation as there can be gap, but this is about every moment. This is the highest, means you 

are doing ehsaan every moment, not only per the situation.   

Upgrade your intention, you upgrade all the things. The upgrade of lining, inside of the house and 

quality. And the ehsaan and mohsineen, quickly they will get result. You do ehsaan in small things, 

Allah will quickly will reward you. This is your test, if you do it Allah will give you everything. It is 

amazing how it works, He quickly respond and does ehsaan with you. You want Allah to upgrade 

your outside, you do upgrade inside. Allah will upgrade your life if you will do ehsaan. Allah loves 

mohsineen, the ehsaan will not later you get the result, you will get immediately. Observe your life, 

you are best judge. Any upgrade you get in life you connect with Allah and know you did something 

good and Allah rewarded you. 

 


